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A new identity for the relaunch of a political/cultural magazine. 

As part of the new direction, it was decided the logotype needed 
to have a greater sense of authority and robustness. With this in 

mind, serifs were slabbed to reduce the overall softness and some 
glyphs were ‘toughened up’ – notably the knife-like ‘R’ and the 

stocky ‘A’. The addition of ink traps to some characters introduced 
a subtle playfulness to keep it from being too brutalistic.

THE GERMANS EDITORIAL / IDENTITY









The evolution of the magazine’s visual language 
included the development of a variable two/three-
column grid to add a good sense of rhythm as the 

reader moved through the magazine and to 
delineate sections. This was combined with a flexible 
picture grid allowing a number of placement options, 

depending on context and purpose. 

Typographic choices were made for editorial 
elements such as headlines, interviews, pull quotes, 

in-line quotes and captions. I worked on the first 
three issues of this relaunched magazine. Designed 

whilst at Bureau Mirko Borsche.

















A set of three publications documenting the process and 
showcasing the results of a series of workshops at this 

specialised school. 

Moving away from the unimaginative yet ubiquitous practice 
of stapling work onto sugar paper mounted on school 

hallway boards – which often distances children from their 
work – the publications were devised to be tangible  

objects of personal value to the children who could take 
them home to show their parents, call their own and  

hopefully, be proud of.

 Each workshop was presented in a different format –  
a poetry book, a comic book and a newspaper.  

Designed whilst at Deer Park Alpha.

QUILLEY SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING PUBLICATIONS / PRINT











A monograph on the UK artist Oliver Merkin. The concept of the 
book was to let the images be the focus, with text being  

confined to a final index. Whether or not this information is read 
whilst looking at the images or afterwards is a choice for the 

viewer – this avoids text and image jostling for attention.

 The book is divided into four distinct sections – paintings,  
photographs, sketches and the index. Two papers are used;  

a cast-coated paper, for paintings and photographs and a high 
bulk, uncoated stock for the sketches and information.  

The book is section-sewn and case-bound with a foil-blocked 
cover image and spine inform ation. A self-initiated project.

OLIVER MERKIN BOOK DESIGN











A development to help regenerate a dilapidated 
commercial area of Portsmouth. The pop-up 

shops function as temporary spaces for start-up 
businesses, artists or photographers.

POP-UP SHOP SPATIAL / SIGNAGE SYSTEM





Inspired by the modular functionality of 1950’s 
cinema façades, the signage comprises letters 

lasercut from acetate which are then mounted on 
a sliding rail system. This allows the letters to be 
removed or reconfigured by each new occupant.  

Two permanently mounted plaques explaining the 
project and providing contact details were also 

lasercut from the same material. Designed whilst 
at Deer Park Alpha.
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TUSH is a high-end fashion magazine, with a focus towards 
haute couture and luxury products. 

A new section named ‘Best of TUSH’ – a round up of the most 
popular articles in the past – had been introduced. It was  

felt this section should have a distinct feel to set it apart from 
the rest of the magazine. 

Firstly, an un coated stock was used to contrast with the 
 otherwise glossy magazine. To hint at the section’s compiled 
nature, typography was given a crude ‘cut and paste’ treat-

ment – type blocks were tightly assembled, white space was 
kept to a minimum and margins made the smallest they could 

technically be. Designed whilst at Bureau Mirko Borsche.

TUSH MAGAZINE EDITORIAL









Album design for Claire Baker; a singer-songwriter producing 
folk music under the name Million Pebble Beach. 

Claire wanted the artwork to reflect the sense of naïve magic 
and other-worldliness her music conveys. Working with illus-
trator Hannah Horn’s existing artwork for the album, a visual 

language of moons, circular graphic elements and space was 
developed. A handpainted watercolour wash served as  

the backdrop for both illustration and type. Colours were kept 
monochrome to visually offset the busy illustration style.  

The CD itself is reminiscient of a moon, thanks to its crater 
texture (another watercolour wash).

MILLION PEBBLE BEACH ALBUM ARTWORK









FotoDoks is an annual festival for contemporary  
documentary photography held in Munich, with a changing 

guest country and yearly theme. 

The accompanying catalogue was designed as a loose-leaf 
newspaper, with each exhibited photographer being dedicated 

their own sheet. Navigation was accomplished with a tab 
 system made by placing the photographers’ names along the 
outside edge of the sheet. This allows sheets to be  rearranged 
according to the readers’ prefer ence, or removed (to be used  

as a poster, for example) without hindering the flow of the 
 catalogue. This means that pictures and titles from the different 

series mix, creating interesting juxtapositions. 

FOTODOKS CATALOGUE / PRINTED MATTER















To compliment the cover image – redacted cor respondence to  
a Guantanamo detainee – the catalogue was put in a document 
folder with no identifying details apart from a FotoDoks stamp. 

Also produced as part of the festival identity were posters and 
flyers, using the concept of the guest country’s flag with the host 

country’s colours. Designed whilst at Bureau Mirko Borsche.
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